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		If you’re new to content management systems—or even new to building websites—this practical guide will get you up and running in no time. You don’t have to know much code, if any, to get started.

	
		Need to build a website quickly? Have a client that requires a powerful website with lots of compelling features? Ideal for web designers and developers alike, this updated edition takes you step-by-step through site creation with Joomla, with plenty of hands-on exercises along the way.

		
			Build a sample site throughout the book to see how Joomla! works
	
			Plan and structure your site’s categories, articles, menus, and modules
	
			Learn the ins and outs of creating, organizing, and displaying content
	
			Add images, audio, and video—and create complete image galleries
	
			Build a blog, set up an events calendar, and create custom user forms
	
			Sell merchandise by putting together your own online store
	
			Engage visitors by creating user profiles and hangouts
	
			Secure your site and keep it optimized
	
			Migrate to Joomla! 3 and update your third-party extensions
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Data Broadcasting: Merging Digital Broadcasting with the Internet, Revised EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
An updated and revised edition of Data Broadcasting: The Technology and the Business, c1999. Features new sections on wireless communications, and explains how data broadcasting can solve traffic problems on the Internet. For executives and developers in the telecommunications, software, hardware and media industries. Softcover.       
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Mastering Autodesk Inventor 2015 and Autodesk Inventor LT 2015: Autodesk Official PressSybex, 2014

	A comprehensive guide to Autodesk Inventor and Inventor LT


	This detailed reference and tutorial provides straightforward explanations, real-world examples, and practical tutorials that focus squarely on teaching Autodesk Inventor tips, tricks, and techniques. The book also includes a project at the beginning to help those...
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Oracle Database 11g The Complete Reference (Osborne ORACLE Press Series)McGraw-Hill, 2008
Oracle Database 11g is a significant upgrade from prior releases of Oracle. New features give developers, database administrators, and end users greater control over the storage, processing, and retrieval of their data. In this chapter, you will see highlights of the Oracle Database 11g architecture. You will see detailed discussions of new...
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Twitter Tips, Tricks, and TweetsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010


	When I wrote the first edition of this book, Twitter was just starting to hit the big time: bemused front

	page articles in just about every magazine and newspaper in the land wondered just what this

	Twitter thing was all about; the actor Ashton Kutcher (@aplusk) had just cracked the one million

	follower mark; and Oprah herself had...
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Head First Physics: A learner's companion to mechanics and practical physicsO'Reilly, 2008

	Wouldn't it be great if there were a physics book that showed you how things work instead of telling you how? Finally, with Head First Physics, there is. This comprehensive book takes the stress out of learning mechanics and practical physics by providing a fun and engaging experience, especially for students who "just...
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Building Reputational Capital: Strategies for Integrity and Fair Play that Improve the Bottom LineOxford University Press, 2004
In the aftermath of scandals such as those at Enron and WorldCom, there is a growing suspicion of the corporate world. For this reason it is more important than ever for firms to maintain a good reputation. In Building Reputational Capital, Kevin T. Jackson offers a practical guide to taking the high road--the only path that leads to...
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